Two by Two Stripe
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FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

CX3745 Red
Two by Two Stripe
2 1/2 yards

K1149 (Red)
Krystal
3/8 yard
54” x 54” Batting and 54” x 54” Backing

Two by Two Stripe
Quilt by Marinda Stewart
Size: Approximately 48” Square - Skill Level:Confident Beginner

Materials
Fabric

Yardage

CX3745 Red
Two by Two Stripe

2 1/2 yards

K1149
Krystal (Red)

3/8 yard

Cutting
(2) 29 1/2” squares - cut in half on the diagonal
(4) matching 14 1/2” x 7 1/2”
(4) matching 17” x 9”
(10) 2 1/2” x W.O.F. - checkerboard
(5) 2 1/2” x W.O.F. - binding
(1) Star (see pattern)

Also Needed: 54” x 54” backing, 54” x 54” batting, fusible web, scissors, straight pins, rotary cutter,
mat, acrylic ruler, and threads to match.

Disclaimers
This pattern is provided as a courtesy to quilt stores, catalogs, and quilters. Michael Miller Fabrics, LLC is
not responsible for the accuracy of any kits packaged to accompany this pattern. Please direct any inquiries
to the kit maker.
Yardage requirements for this pattern may allow for excess yardage to accommodate specific placement of
motifs or to allow for any fussy-cutting to achieve the finished quilt design.
While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction directions; this does not allow personal variations in measuring, cutting, and or sewing. The enclosed
directions were used in the construction of the original quilt.

Directions
1. Piece two of the 29 1/2” right square triangles together along the stripe to make one large triangle. Piece

the other two pieces together matching the stripes as shown. Sew the two large triangles together with the
stripes at right angles on the diagonal seam.
NOTE: Handle the quilt gently as all of the outside edges are on the bias.

2. Sew together two CX3745 2 1/2” x W.O.F. strips together. Offset the stripes to create a checkerboard. Repeat
for the remaining (8) pieces. Total (5) 4 1/2” checkerboard pieces. Trim ends leaving 1/4” seam allowance
on each end. Sew two checkerboard strips together maintaining the patterns. From this piece cut one piece
40 1/2” long. Sew to the top edge. Repeat for the bottom edge. Carefully ease in any fullness to lay flat.
Piece the remaining checkerboard strips together to make two 48 1/2” pieces. Sew one to each side.

3. For the large square sew together the 17” x 9” pieces mitering each corner. Match all of the stripes at each

miter to make a 17” square. Trace ‘star’ onto the paper side of the fusible web. Cut out leaving a small
margin around the image. Press on to the back of a small piece of K1149. Cut out. Press the star over the
center intersection. Machine satin stitch all raw edges to finish. Turn under 1/4” seam allowance on all four
sides. Topstitch to the upper right hand corner of the quilt. From the back, remove the background fabric
leaving 1 /4” seam allowance.

4. Repeat for the small square using the 14 1/2” x 7 1/2” pieces. Sew to the quilt as shown, Remove excess
background from behind the square.

5. Layer backing, batting, and quilt top. Baste.
6. Quilt as desired.
7. Using K1149 2 1/2” strips bind quilt piecing strips as needed for length.

-- Two by Two Pattern --

